












Douleur-

Dry eyes - see the birds, 

Chirping to break my heart. 

She lays there. So Still. 

B,·ian Stanley- Pulse, digital painting, 2020 

When reading the poem Douleur, the title, and the third line about stillness really spol(e to 

me. I wanted to create something that I felt represented both the pain and stillness found 

within the lines. I am always drawn to a more muted color palette and pairing it with a 

textured bacl(ground felt natural to represent this poem. Placing the figure in a more graceful 

pose helped me create the pain felt in stillness. 













Gia Labidi, Fatima, ceramic and glaze 

Niy work is informed by the medium I am working with, and I use the process 

to inform my creative decisions. Through the manipulation of these materials, 

I create artworks that are a celebration of life and the nature of the divine 
feminine. 



Brian Derheimer  Out of  this World Imagination, digital print on canvas, 2020

I was inspired by the imagery of breathing and creating. "Soft air blown" creates a great noise- 
creates, a world. 







I was inspired by the poem, places, and the stark beauty of a moonlit night. 
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Richard Graves, Now Music, mixed media with watercolor· on paper, 2020 

A term I learned from Ashleigh was 'Transgressive" meaning stories and art 

that touched on the most uncomfortable aspects of life. We had talked about 

that idea several times, that beauty can be most appreciated in the context of 

the darkest places. I read Ashleigh's poem "Random" as a meditation 
on that duality, as well as a challenge. In those words, there seems to be a call 

and responsibility to not look at the beauty independently from the ugliness 

of the world, and without acknowledging both, you can't truly appreciate 

the splendor or fleetingness of life. 



Brian Derheimer Humming-bass, digital print on canvas, 2020

The poem, Random, includes so much imagery of music- which vibrates and makes it feel alive, 
like the beating wings of a hummingbird. 









Marina Rod,·iguez, Freedom of Exploration, mixed media with p1·essed flowers on canvas, 2020 

I was drawn to these two poems because of the desire for freedom as well as the need for 

understanding expressed in both. 'Witnessing' handles this idea in a broad and personal 

sense; begging for the freedom to explore abstract ideas such as love, hate, truth, religion, 

and liberty. To me, this poem is about the need to understand our place in the universe 

through the understanding of self- while 'Erotic' is about the need to understand our place 

in the universe through the understanding of someone else. On the surface 'Erotic' is about 

oral sex and fulfilling desire. However, it is also more deeply about exploring someone else, 

understanding them, and having the grace to listen to their needs and wants. 

I use Victorian Flower Language to express these themes with flowers and foliage. 





Rochele Tasca, Zwischen den Butterblumenfeilen, g1·aphite on pape1·, 2020 

The passing of my father was one of the most monumental experiences that 
shaped me into the artist I am today Watching his cancer strip him of strength, 

awareness, and mobility has been instrumental in my understanding of what 
death and grief entail. The sense of anguish related so vividly in this poem 
of Ashleigh's is what prompted me to create this piece to touch on the 
complexities of loss and sorrow. 



Eric Drummond Smith, DanseMacabre, ink on paper, 2020 

It spoke to me .... T11e universalism. 
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T11e sense tl1at it could be ancient Greek or Edwardian or written any moment 

between or after or before. T11e feelina it aives me is reminiscent of Mexican 

art,- calaveras and sud1.



Rayn Singree, company-cravint,, ink on Mylar, 2020 

Grief is a 8raspin8 feelin8. It pulls, and l1as a 8ravity of its own, drawin8 us into its deptlis. 

111is feelina is all encompassina, and if uncl1ecked and unanswered, can arow and pull you under. 

It waits for tl1e most inopportune moment,just as Aslileit3l1 said- wl1en we are weak, or fora et. 

Like arms, it can be comfortina or strant3lint3-and it is always waitina for company. 
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